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Abstract 
To ensure the safety of pedestrians in crowds under emergency situation is one of the most important concerns of researchers of building 
safety, traffic facility design as well as pedestrian traffic planning. Simulations as a consequence have been extensively studied to locate 
potential locations where danger might happen. However when abnormal pedestrian flow pattern occurs, control or guidance methods 
should be provided to other pedestrians based on the real-time information about the flow pattern. Thus in the present paper an 
automatically clustering method for detecting abnormal flow pattern is proposed. The method takes into account the interrelation between 
individual behavior and global pedestrian flow pattern. As a result it is indicated by the experimental and testing videos that the method is 
robust and efficient. 
© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Asia-Oceania Association for Fire Science 
and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
With the rapid development of modern society, people in urban areas have a much higher probability of gathering 
together for sports meetings, musical concerts, political elections rally and pilgrims. Under these conditions, a lot of people 
gathering together in a relatively small place, pedestrian density as a consequence becomes higher while pedestrian flow 
pattern becomes complex. The pedestrian flow might transit from free flow to intermittent flow and then to hazardous 
turbulent flow [1], which could induce very serious deaths and injuries, as it did in Makka pilgrims during the past decades. 
Situation might be even worse under fire or natural hazards emergency. Thus researchers from different disciplines are now 
shifting their research focus from normal evacuation process to abnormal pedestrian flows [2, 3]. 
To ensure the safety of massive crowds, the most important issue is to know the state of the flow pattern. Taking fire 
evacuation in buildings as an example, the movement of evacuees from different directions would mixed up in the hallway 
to the main exit, thus pedestrian flow might transit from free flow to congested flow, which would lower the efficiency of 
the total evacuation process. To improve the evacuation efficiency, guidance information which tell other evacuees where 
the congestion took place could then be provided to affect the route choice behavior [4]. This kind of information could be 
obtained with the help of those widely installed CCTV cameras in public places for security and/or video fire detection 
reasons. It was noticed that the overall flow pattern has direct relation with the individual pedestrian behavior, thus a lot of 
efforts have been devoted to obtain accurate pedestrian trajectories [5, 6]. In the field of digital image processing, high 
accuracy pedestrian detection algorithms such as the mean-shift tracking model [5], the Gaussian mixture tracking model 
and the artificial neural network model [6], have been developed to track each pedestrian’s location with increase of time. 
With the trajectories information, other pedestrian properties, e.g., pedestrian movement velocity [5], acceleration rate [7], 
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relation time and oscillation frequency [5] can be investigated. Adopting this kind of technology, controlled experiments can 
be performed to explore the pedestrian fundamental diagram [8], the instabilities of self-organized pedestrian crowds [9] 
and so on.  
It should be noted that pedestrian trajectory information was lately combined with a pedestrian model, i.e., the social 
force model to detect abnormal situations in pedestrian crowds by quantifying the ‘forces’ among the individually 
pedestrians [2]. This pioneer abnormal situation detection approach has attracted much attention since its publication. 
Several other attempts have also been made [3]. In these attempts, the pedestrians were all treated individually to analyze 
the measurements of abnormal situation, however, it should be noticed that in pedestrian crowds, pedestrians have a 
tendency of gathering together as a ‘group’ to move forward [10]. That is to say, the overall flow pattern of pedestrian 
crowds can be divided into several groups or clusters of pedestrians. These different groups affected the flow characteristics 
of the crowds and vice versa. The change of the sub-group structures means the flow pattern changes. As a consequence, the 
abnormal pedestrian motion can be analyzed and recognized using the structural information of pedestrian crowds. In the 
present paper, a clustering method based abnormal situation detection algorithm is thus proposed.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the proposed method of abnormal situation detection 
method. The method is then applied to detect anomaly in some testing scenarios in Section 3. At last, Section 4 draws the 
conclusions and sketches future work.  
2. Clustering method 
2.1. Overview of the approach 
The widely installed CCTV cameras in public places could serve as a source of videos of crowd movement scenario. 
With these video frames provided, digital image processing method could be applied. In this paper, we adopted mean-shift 
pedestrian tracking algorithm to track each pedestrian in the videos to get real-time location information, which formed the 
pedestrian trajectories. By further analysis of the pedestrian trajectory information, detailed pedestrian movement behavior 
could be obtained.  
 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the abnormal pedestrian flow pattern detection method. 
As we stated in the introduction, pedestrian in crowds usually gathers together as a group which affects the overall crowd 
movement. In the process of group formation, those who move as a group locate near each other and move with similar 
speed. What is more important is that the moving directions of these pedestrians would keep almost the same with each 
other so that the group would last a relatively long time. If a pedestrian starts to move with different direction, he shall leave 
the group in a short time. Thus, to cluster a group it is believed that at least the following three kinds of information should 
be provided, i.e., the location, speed and direction of a pedestrian, as shown in the scheme of the approach in Fig. 1. 
After clustering the pedestrians in a crowd, the number of clusters for each frame of the video could be counted out. Thus 
a time series consisting of information of crowd pedestrian flow pattern is constructed. Based on the time series analysis, 
abnormal pedestrian flow characteristics will be detected. 
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2.2. Pedestrian tracking 
For the completeness reason, here in this section we briefly introduce the mean-shift algorithm we adopted to track 
pedestrians. This image processing method is a non-parametric feature-space analysis technique, which provides a 
procedure for locating the maxima of a density function given discrete data sampled from that function. Taking pedestrian 
tracking shown in Fig. 2 as an example, during the experiment, each pedestrian wears a hat, which makes a unique color 
feature different from the background. When a pedestrian wearing a hat moves into the region in between the two red lines, 
the algorithm would found this feature and could reconstruct a color function based on the color histogram for it. Later in 
the next frame, the detected pedestrian moves forward, for the reason that the digital image actually provides sampled color 
information, the mean-shift algorithm then searches overall all the neighboring pixels to find which one could be used to 
reconstruct a color function the most similar to the one in the former frame. This pixel is then regarded as the centroid of the 
hat location. In this way, the pedestrian location in each frame could be located, as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. Illustration of pedestrian tracking results of the locations and velocities in crowd counter flow. 
With the pedestrian trajectory, the pedestrian movement features related to the overall flow pattern could be derived 
following formulas (1) to (3).  
2 2
a x yv v v= +
                                                                          
(1) 
( )x t t kv x x k−= −
                                                                        
(2) 
( )y t t kv y y k−= −
                                                                      
(3) 
where xt means the x-coordinate value at time t. k stands for a constant time delay to calculate the velocity. For the reason 
that we do not need to know the mapping function between the image coordinate and the real-world coordinate, here the 
speed va and direction information vx, vy are all calculated in the image space. 
2.3. Hierarchical clustering  
As discussed in the former sections, pedestrians in crowds tend to move in groups. Those who move in a same group 
have properties falling naturally into clusters, where the characteristics of these information in the same cluster are similar 
and the characteristics of these information in different clusters are dissimilar. To quantify the similarities and dissimilarities 
of these properties, hierarchical clustering method will be adopted in this section. The hierarchical clustering approach 
includes the following three steps, 
i). Find the similarity or dissimilarity between every pair of pedestrians in the data set. Here in this step, the pedestrian 
properties relating to the overall flow pattern were used to construct the data set. For each pedestrian, a quintuple to denote 
the properties is used, i.e., Pi=(x, y, va, vx, vy)i for pedestrian i. A detailed description of these properties can be found in 
Table 1.  
To quantify the similarity between pair of pedestrians, one of the natural ways is to calculate the distance between them. 
Besides, the relative direction and the relative speed between the pedestrians also contribute to the similarity. Thus, the 
following ‘distance’ formula is defined to measure the similarity, 
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(5) 
This function actually calculates the included angle between the two vectors. In Eq. (4), there are three constant free 
parameters, ,  and , to measure the corresponding contributions of the properties to the similarity.                                            
Table 1. Flow pattern related pedestrian properties 
Property Name Denoted as Meaning 
Location 
x x-coordinate in the video image 
y y-coordinate in the video image 
Speed va amplitude of a pedestrian’s velocity 
Direction 
vx x component of a pedestrian’s velocity divided by va 
vy y component of a pedestrian’s velocity divided by va 
 
ii). Group the pedestrians into a binary, hierarchical cluster tree. In this step, these pair of pedestrians that are in close 
proximity which is determined by the similarity in Step i) are linked together. Thus, pedestrians are paired into binary 
clusters, the newly formed clusters are grouped into larger clusters until a hierarchical tree is formed. 
Taking a 3 pedestrian counter flow scenario as an example (refer to Fig. 3), there is one pedestrian moving towards right 
and the other two pedestrians move leftward. Each of them was tracked by the mean-shift algorithm so that their real-time 
location as well as velocity information could be obtained. These information was then used in the clustering procedure i) to 
quantify the similarities, which can be found in Fig. 3(b).  
 (a)    (b) 
link
height
cutoff
 
Fig. 3. Result of the clustering procedure for a 3 pedestrians counter flow scenario. In (a) the color of the stars represents the group they belonged to and in 
the binary cluster tree (b) a more detailed cluster information can be found. 
As can be found from Fig. 3(b), the pedestrian 2 and 3 were firstly classified into a cluster by the upside-down U-shaped 
lines. The height of the U indicates the dissimilarity between the pedestrians, while the link shows inconsistency. As we can 
see the difference between the cluster of pedestrian 2 and 3 and pedestrian 1 is obvious.  
iii). Determine where to cut the hierarchical tree into clusters. The branch nodes should be pruned off the bottom of the 
hierarchical tree and assigned to a single cluster below that cut. This cutoff determines how many clusters there would be in 
the crowds.  
As shown in Fig. 3(b), a cutoff at D=0.8 was chosen to obtain a cluster number of 2. Here in this figure, D means the 
‘distance’ based dissimilarity value. To automatically classify these similar pedestrians into a same group, the height 
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criterion describing the distance between the two (sub-)nodes is adopted to group all leaves at or below a node with height 
less than a threshold c. Considering that the pedestrian similarities for different scenarios are different, here to automatically 
generate clusters, the threshold c is determined by the following equation, 
2
,
( 1)
ijdc i j
n n
= ≠
−
                                                                          
(6) 
where n stands for the number of pedestrians in the scenario. 
The hierarchical clustering method proposed in this section automatically generates groups of pedestrian with different 
number of people. Those people in a group have similar properties.  
2.4. Abnormal flow pattern detection 
The pedestrians in each frame of the video recordings can be classified into a number of pedestrian clusters, thus, for the 
video, a time series of the cluster number could be constructed. Taking the pedestrian counter flow experiments shown in 
Fig. 2 as an example, the constructed time series is presented in Fig.4. From this figure we can see that the number of 
pedestrian clusters ranges from 2 to 9 during the experiment. The value of the cluster number itself fluctuates with the time. 
For the convenient of comparing, these values were smoothed by a moving window method. The window width was chosen 
to be l=10 frames. From Fig. 4 it can be found that the trend of the curve is that: Firstly, before the 125th frame, the flow is 
in a stable state where the number of pedestrian clusters is 2 most of the time. During this period of time, the flow is in the 
free flow state, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the 80th frame of the experiment. From Fig. 5(a) we can see that pedestrians moving 
towards different directions were classified into two different groups denoted by blue and green stars. The hierarchical 
cluster tree of this frame can be found in Fig. 6(a). As can be found from Fig. 6(a), there were 16 pedestrians in the right-
moving pedestrian group, while there were 12 pedestrians in the left-moving pedestrian group.  
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Fig. 4. Time series of the number of clusters in the experimental corridor. 
Secondly, the number of clusters became larger than 2 for the frames ranges from 125 to about 325. During this period of 
time, the pedestrian flow transits from free flow to congested flow, as can be found in Fig. 5(b). Pedestrian density under 
this circumstance becomes high, thus pedestrians can barely move. For those pedestrians in the 180th frame shown in Fig. 
5(b), the corresponding hierarchical cluster tree can be found in Fig. 6(b). As shown in this cluster tree, there were in total 
40 pedestrians in the corridor. These pedestrians were classified into 5 different clusters denoted by red, blue, green, yellow 
and magenta stars shown in Fig. 5(b). It can be found that most of the pedestrians marked out with the same color were 
belong to a same lane, e.g., pedestrian 6, 7 and 8 who wears yellow hat were grouped into the yellow star group, pedestrian 
37, 29, 21, 13 and 5 were grouped into the magenta group. That is to say, the clustering method can successfully divide the 
crowds according to the lanes which they belonged to. 
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(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
Fig. 5. Snapshot of the pedestrian tracking and clustering result of the frame (a) 80, (b) 180 and (c) 315 in the experimental video. 
Thirdly, the number of clusters dropped to a relatively small value after the 325th frame. During this period of time, the 
pedestrian flow transit from congested flow to free flow again, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The number of pedestrians in the 
corridor became less while the pedestrian density became lower, thus those who were in the corridor could move almost 
freely again. These pedestrians could be clustered into about two groups according to their movement direction. This was 
also proved by the hierarchical cluster tree shown in Fig. 6(c).  
It should be noticed that although the evolution of the number of clusters in the scenario could represent the crowd flow 
pattern, it is still hard to detect the transition point exactly due to the fluctuation as shown in Fig. 4. It should also be noted 
that the transition of the crowd flow pattern also indicates that the new flow pattern has a direct relation with its former 
pattern. Thus, to detect the transition-point, a modified CUSUM algorithm [11] has been adopted. 
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(a)  (b)  (c)  
Fig. 6. Hierarchical clustering tree for pedestrians in the video frame of (a) 80, (b) 180 and (c) 315 as shown in Fig. 5. 
Let Y denote the number of clusters. Thus for a given length of the observation, denoted by 1{ }
N
i iY = , its previous 
observations { }i mj j i m nY
−
= − −
 is used as reference pattern where m means a given time interval and n stands for the length of the 
reference observations. The mean value of the historical observations can then be calculated as a reference parameter, which 
is denoted as Q. Then as in the CUSUM algorithm [11], we continuously accumulates deviations of incoming observations 
from the reference distribution, as result,  
1 0max{0, }, 0i i iS S Y Q S−= + − =
                                                        
(7) 
Then, the transition-point of the cluster evolution curve could be detected. Taking the curve shown in Fig.4 as an example, 
in Fig. 7 we show the evolution process of the status Si.  From Fig. 7(a) we can see there are three different flow pattern, 
denoted as flow pattern I, II and III, respectively. For the reason that the CUSUM algorithm cannot tell the status but only 
the transition point, we further plot the overall mean speed evolution curve in Fig. 7(b). 
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Fig. 7. Flow pattern detection method using (a) state of the pedestrian pattern and (b) mean speed of pedestrians in the scenario. 
Combining Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) we can see the following facts. Firstly, in the flow pattern I, the pedestrian flow status 
maintains the same even when the speed changes a lot. It can be deduced that considering the discussion shown in the form 
part of this section that the pedestrian flow is in the free flow status. Secondly, the status changes a lot in the flow pattern II 
region, meanwhile the mean speed also changes from a high value to a low value and then back to a high value. That is to 
say, the flow came to a congested flow state as detailed above. Lately, the status transit into the third region, where flow 
speed evolves into a value similar to the one in region I, as a consequence, the flow transit flow congested flow into free 
flow again.  
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3. Experiments and discussion 
In the former section, an automatic clustering method of abnormal pedestrian flow pattern detection algorithm has been 
proposed. Adopting the proposed method, here in this section, two testing scenarios will be analyzed to investigate the 
robust and reliability of the algorithm.  
3.1. Abnormal pedestrian behavior on a plaza 
The scenario of pedestrian movement on a plaza was used here. The video recording can be obtained from Ref [12]. As 
shown in Fig. 7(a), some free moving pedestrians were randomly distributed on the plaza at the beginning of the video 
recording. These pedestrians were informed to run as fast as possible to leave this plaza when they heard the instruction 
“Run.” In the video, the instruction was sent out at the 110th frame. The video recording was recorded at a speed of 25 
frames per second. 
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Fig. 8. Abnormal flow pattern detection of pedestrians on a plaza. (a) and (b) shows the frame 34 and 117, respectively, while (c) presents the evolution of 
the time series of the number of clusters in the scenario. 
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Fig. 9. Flow pattern detection for the plaza using (a) state of the pedestrian pattern and (b) mean speed of pedestrians in the scenario. 
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The trajectory of each pedestrian in the frames could provide the quintuple properties, i.e., Pi=(x, y, va, vx, vy)i for 
clustering. Adopting the proposed method, the cluster number evolution curve could be obtained, as shown in Fig.8 (c). 
Further, we apply the transition-point detection method to the cluster number evolution curve to calculate the status curve, 
which is shown in Fig. 9 (a). From Fig.9 (a) we can see that the pedestrian flow pattern was in the free flow status before the 
frame 120. Pedestrians thus can be classified into different groups according to their movement behavior, as shown in Fig. 8 
(a). After the frame 120, the status came across a transition, whilst the mean speed became four times larger than the normal 
free flow speed. Thus anomaly was detected at the frame 120. Pedestrians here in this state were classified mainly into three 
groups, as shown in Fig. 8 (b). It could be found that pedestrians with different directions were classified into a same group, 
which might be due to the intense jump of the velocity. 
As stated above, the instruction was sent out at the frame 110, thus the automatically detected alarm is 10 frames later. 
That is to say, the detection took about 0.4 s to find the abnormal behavior. 
3.2. Abnormal pedestrian behavior in a hallway 
A low resolution white-and-black CCTV camera was used in this section to record a testing scenario in a hallway where 
pedestrians keep go in and out the scenario. At the beginning of the test, most of the pedestrians were standing in small 
groups talking, which could be found in Fig. 10(a). Some others entered into or left out the hallway during this period of 
time. These pedestrians were also informed to run as fast as possible to leave this hallway when they heard the instruction 
“Run.” In the video, the instruction was sent out at the 110th frame. The video recording was recorded at a speed of 25 
frames per second. 
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Fig. 10. Abnormal flow pattern detection of pedestrians in a hallway. (a) and (b) shows the frame 31 and 125, respectively, while (c) presents the evolution 
of the time series of the number of clusters in the scenario. 
From the cluster number evolution curve we can find that most of the time there were about 3 or 4 groups of pedestrians. 
The status curve calculated according to the cluster number curve indicates that there is a transition at the frame 10, 30 and 
125. For the reason that the former two transitions only last a few frames, meanwhile the mean pedestrian speed doesn’t 
change much before and after the transition, it can be deduced that there were no abnormal pedestrian behavior. For the 
third transition point, we can see that the mean speed became more than four times larger than the normal speed, thus a flow 
pattern transition could be clarified at the frame 125, which is 15 frames later than the real alarm.  
4. Conclusions 
Knowing the pedestrian flow pattern is the first step to realize real-time crowd control to ensure the safety of pedestrian 
crowds in mass gathering occasions. A lot of effort has thus been devoted on the topic of pedestrian tracking to obtain 
pedestrian trajectory and pedestrian motion features. Based on the pedestrian information provided by the trajectories, group 
information has also been taken into account considering that people tend to move as small groups. This group formation in 
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pedestrian crowds contains important information on the crowd and evacuation dynamics. We performed in the present 
paper pedestrian counter flow experiments and showed that the evolution the number of clusters could be used as a criterion 
to detect abnormal pedestrian flow pattern. The transition time could also be detected adopting a modified CUSUM 
algorithm. Further testing results indicate that the proposed algorithm is robust and efficient in detecting abnormal 
pedestrian flow pattern.  
It should be noted that the efficiency of the detection method relates closely to the application, however, due to the 
limited length reason, a detailed analytic work on this topic can only be explored in future works. 
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Fig. 11. Flow pattern detection for the hallway using (a) state of the pedestrian pattern and (b) mean speed of pedestrians in the scenario. 
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